FIRST PARTY COOKIES
SET BY THE DEC
Site

Cookie Name

What does it do?

dec.org.uk

SESS...

dec.org.uk

NO_CACHE

This is a session cookie,
used to track logged-in
status. The cookie name is
usually suffixed with a
random ID. Eg.
SESS1234abc
This cookie holds cache
lifetime information for users’
browsers. The shorter the
cache lifetime, the more
frequently your browser will
request page content from
the server. For example,
rather than saving a
particular image on the page
every time you visit the
page, the browser will only
re-download that image
once the period specified by
this cookie has elapsed.
The value held in this cookie
overwrites any other
cache lifetime settings of
content on the site.

THIRD PARTY COOKIES
Site

Cookie Name

What does it do?

google.co.uk

__utma, __utmb, __utmc,
__utmz

This is a Google Analytics
cookie. It’s used to track
user activity on the site. The
cookie domain is actually
www.dec.org.uk, but as the
code that sets it is from
google.com, it’s a third party
cookie. This contains
anonymised information on
links, buttons clicked on the
site, what pages have been
visited and for how long.

Flickr.com

This cookie stores the users’
language settings for Flickr.

localization

Yahoo.com

B

A tracking cookie for Yahoo.
This cookie is related to
Flickr

YouTube.com

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE
Use_hitbox

These cookies are used by
YouTube to track usage of
its services

THIRD PARTY AND BROWSER-SET COOKIES

Site

Cookie Name

What does it do?

google.co.uk

Nid

Google tracking and safe
browsing cookies. Google’s
NID and PREF cookies are
set by browsers to protect
users against known
intrusive sites. If you arrive
at one of these sites it
allows your browser to take
action or notify you. Users
can stop these cookies
being set by turning off their
browser’s ‘safe browsing’
mode.

Pref

Twitter.com

__utma, __utmb,
__utmc, __utmz,
__utmv

Cookies set by Twitter’s
analytics. Used to track user
activity on the twitter site.
This contains information on
links, buttons clicked on the
site, what pages have been
visited and for how long.

Twitter.com

_twitter_sess

Session cookie used to
track logged in status

Twitter.com

External_referer

Cookie tracking the
immediate referrer to
Twitter. In this case, the
referrer will be

www.dec.org.uk

Twitter.com

Guest_id

Session cookie used to
track non-logged-in users’
settings

Twitter.com

Original_referer

Cookie containing
information on the original
referrer. This will be the site
you originally came from; in
this case, www.dec.org.uk

Facebook.com

Datr

Facebook tracking cookie to
track login attempts

Facebook.com

Lsd

Facebook authentication
cookie

Facebook.com

Reg_ext_ref

Cookie tracking the
immediate referrer to
Facebook. In this case, the
referrer will be
www.dec.org.uk

Facebook.com

Reg_fb_gate

Tracking cookie Facebook
sets when you arrive at a
login page for Facebook
tracking functionality

Facebook.com

Reg_fb_ref

Cookie containing internal
Facebook referrers

Facebook.com

wd

A cookie set by Facebook,
needed for Facebook use. It
is not a known invasive or
unsafe cookie

The DEC is not responsible for third party cookies; we suggest visiting the following websites for
more information:
Google

http://www.google.com/intl/en/privacypolicy.html

Facebook

http://www.facebook.com/help/privacy

Twitter

https://twitter.com/privacy

Flickr

http://info.yahoo.com/privacy/us/yahoo/Flickr/details.html

